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/ BAGS

URBAN MESSENGER
BIKE SHOULDER BAG
The Zéfal Urban Messenger bag is an 11 litre shoulder bag, ideal for
your daily cycling trips. Stylish, durable and practical, this bag, which
allows you to store your laptop (15-inch) and belongings, has been
designed for use on and off the bike. It has an easy and universal
attachment system to install and carry it on a rear rack. The zip closure
and the magnetic snaps allow quick access to the main compartment
(please note that the leather straps are only decorative, and the snaps
are located under the straps). An outside front pocket and another
pocket on the inside allow you to keep small items. Inside the bag is
a strap which is dedicated to hold a water bottle. There are pockets
located on each side of the bag, to secure the shoulder strap when the
bag is mounted on the rear rack. Underneath the bag, an elastic rain
cover is stored and can be unrolled and protect the bag in case of rain.

ECOLOGICAL AND SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL - RPET,
recycled from plastic bottles.
CONVERTIBLE INTO A BICYCLE RACK BAG - Universal
attachment for transport on rear rack.
PRACTICAL - Inside: one main compartment, one small
pocket and straps for a water bottle.
Outside: a small pocket and a shoulder strap storage
system.
WATERPROOF - Rain cover included with practical
storage underneath the bag.
MINIMALIST AND STYLISH DESIGN - Equipped with
Christophe leather straps, signature product of Zéfal.
M.S.R.P: 69,95€

MATERIAL
RPET
DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)
35 x 30 x 13 cm
WEIGHT
840 g
TOTAL CAPACITY
11 L
COLORS
Grey
Ref. 7058
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URBAN BACKPACK
URBAN BIKE BACKPACK
The Zéfal Urban Backpack is a stylish 27 litre bike backpack for
your daily cycling trips. It is equipped with an easy and universal
attachment system to carry it on a rear rack. Durable and
practical, it has been designed to hold a laptop (15-inch) and/or a
large volume of belongings. A roll-up closure with leather straps
provides access to the main compartment which is also accessible
through a side opening for easy access to the laptop. The bag is
equipped with an additional interior storage compartment and a
small exterior front pocket with a waterproof zip. On one side, the
straps allow you to carry a U-lock. Underneath the bag, an elastic
rain cover is stored and can be unrolled and protect the bag in
case of rain. Finally, the chest strap is adjustable height wise for
greater comfort.
ECOLOGICAL AND SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL - RPET,
recycled from plastic bottles.
CONVERTIBLE INTO A BICYCLE RACK BAG - Universal
attachment for transport on rear rack.
PRACTICAL - Several external storage compartments,
double access to main pocket, straps for a U-shaped
lock.
WATERPROOF - FRoll-up closure, waterproof zips and
rain cover included with practical storage of it.
MINIMALIST AND STYLISH DESIGN - Equipped with
Christophe leather straps, signature product of Zéfal.
M.S.R.P: 99,95€

MATERIAL
RPET
DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)
30 x 45 x 13 cm
WEIGHT
1,18 kg
TOTAL CAPACITY
27 L
STRAPS
Adjustable pectoral strap
COLORS
Grey
Ref. 7057
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CLASSIC FRONT BASKET
FRONT BASKET FOR BIKE
The elegant aluminium and wood basket is designed to
carry your items on and off the bike. This convenient basket
is removable and can be easily clipped onto the handlebars
thanks to its universal attachment system. Its aluminium and
wood material ensures durability and sturdiness. The rigid
wooden platform ensures that your belongings are held
securely in the basket. Finally, the carrying handle is foamcovered and offers more comfort when carrying by hand.

Z-FRONT - UNIVERSAL ATTACHMENT SYSTEM
- Clip-on mounting with basket locking and
unlocking system.
ALUMINIUM AND WOOD - Elegance, Robustness
& Quality.
COMFORT - Foam-covered handle.
LARGE CAPACITY - 20 Liters Volume.
M.S.R.P: 79,95€

TYPE Basket
MATERIAL
Aluminium and wood
DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)
38 x 31 x 25 cm
WEIGHT
1,6 kg
MOUNTING
Z Front - All types of handlebars
CAPACITY
20 L
Ref. 7059

/ SAFETY

CLASSIC BIKE BELL
BIKE BELL
The Zéfal Classic Bike Bell is an efficient, robust and stylish bicycle
bell. Its brass bell is easy to use while riding and its powerful tone
produces a loud, clear sound that lasts for several seconds. The
installation on the handlebars is easy and you will not need any
tool. Its universal mounting system fits all types of handlebars.

SIMPLE AND STYLISH - Vintage design.
POWERFUL SOUND - Loud, clear and nice dinger.
EASY TO USE - Easy to use spring hammer.
UNIVERSAL MOUNTING - Fits all handlebars
(diameter 22 mm).
FAST INSTALLATION - Easy without tools.
M.S.R.P: 12,95€

MATERIAL
Brass bell - Technopolymer
support
WEIGHT
54 g
COLORS
Gold - Black
Ref. 1062 / 1063
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K-TRAZ M18
CHAIN BIKE LOCK WITH KEY PADLOCK
Designed to protect an electric bike, the K-Traz M18 is an extremely
strong chain with reinforced steel links and an integrated key lock.
With a security level of 18/20 and a 10mm-thick hexagonal link, this
lock is ideal to protect your bike in very high-risk areas. Its 1.10m length
makes it easy to lock your bike to street furniture. The chain lock
system is a small 14mm diameter U-shaped lock which is itself very
resistant to shocks and torsion.

EBIKE LOCK - HIGH SECURITY LEVEL - Score 18/20 - Use
in very high-risk areas.
Z SAFE + - Highly powerful quadruple locking system.
Very high resistance to impact and torsion.
PROTECTIVE COATING - The chain is wrapped in a nylon
cover to protect the bike's paintwork. Removable and
washable.
3 KEYS INCLUDED - Reproduction of keys in case of loss.
Unique serial number.
M.S.R.P: 64,95€

TYPE Chain
SECURITY INDEX 18/20
MATERIAL
Hardened Steel
DIAMETER
10 mm / 0.5"
WEIGHT
3,25 kg
DIMENSIONS
1,10 m
MOUNTING No
KEY / CODE
Key (3 included)
Ref. 4948
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SPIN 25
HANDLEBAR MIRROR FOR ROAD
BIKE
Designed for sport use on road bikes, the handlebar
mirror Spin 25 is fully adjustable and foldable. The
discreet and small convex mirror still offers a wide
field of vision. The mirror will be mounted at the ends
of the handlebar, making it ideal for curved road bike
handlebars. Reversible, it can be placed on both sides
of the handlebar.
SPORT USE ON ROAD BIKES - Discret,
lightweight and suitable for curved
handlebars.
SOLID MIRROR - The mirrors are made of
unbreakable ABS chrome and therefore
have no risk of breaking in the event of
fall.
TRIPLE ADJUSMENT - Orientation
tailored to your position.
REVERSIBLE - Can be attached to either
side of the handlebar.
FOLDABLE- CAN BE TUCKED AWAY
UNDER THE HANDLEBAR - Storage and
protection of the mirror.
M.S.R.P: 14,95€

MATERIAL
Unbreakable chrome plated
plastic
MIRROR
Convex
ORIENTATION Fully adjustable
WEIGHT
50 g
SIZE OF THE MIRROR
25 cm²
MOUNTING
Universal bar end fitting (left and
right) 16 mm - 22 mm / 0.6" - 0.9"
Ref. 4742
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ZL TOWER 56
EBIKE COMPATIBLE CITY AND LEISURE
MIRROR
The ZL Tower 56 is a handlebar mirror with an extra large 56
cm2 mirror for city or leisure use. A lattice beam with antivibration properties connects the mirror to the handlebar
and increases the stability of the mirror. The convex mirror
can be adjusted to the desired angle to ensure a very good
view. Compatible with electric bikes, it can be placed on the
right or left side of the handlebar.

EBIKE COMPATIBLE - Ideal for electric bikes.
STABLE AND RIGID MOUNTING - Good rigidity
thanks to the glass fibre reinforced polyamide
material. The mirror remains stable and does not
move while riding.
SOLID MIRROR - The mirrors are made of
unbreakable ABS chrome and therefore have no
risk of breaking in the event of fall
REVERSIBLE - Can be attached to either side of
the handlebar.
LARGE MIRROR - High Visibility
M.S.R.P: 22,95€

MATERIAL
Glass fibre reinforced composite
and Chrome ABS mirror
MIRROR
Convex
ORIENTATION
Fully adjustable
WEIGHT
82 g
SIZE OF THE MIRROR
56 cm2
MOUNTING
Universal bar end fitting (left
and right) 16 mm - 22 mm / 0.6"
- 0.9"
Ref. 4744
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ZL TOWER 80
EBIKE COMPATIBLE MIRROR
Designed for eBikes and city bikes, The ZL Tower 80 is a
handlebar mirror with an extra large 80 cm2 mirror that
provides a very large field of vision. A lattice beam with antivibration properties connects the mirror to the handlebar and
increases the stability of the mirror. The convex mirror can
be adjusted to the desired angle to ensure a very good view.
Reversible, it can be placed on the right or left side of the
handlebar.

UNDERGOING APPROVAL FOR S-PEDELEC SPEED BIKE - UNECE Regulation No. 81.
STABLE AND RIGID MOUNTING - Good rigidity
thanks to the glass fibre reinforced polyamide
material. The mirror remains stable and does not
move while riding.
SOLID MIRROR - The mirrors are made of
unbreakable ABS chrome and therefore have no
risk of breaking in the event of fall.
REVERSIBLE - Can be attached to either side of
the handlebar.
EXTRA-LARGE MIRROR - Very high visibility.
M.S.R.P: 27,95€

MATERIAL
Glass fibre reinforced composite
and Chrome ABS mirror
MIRROR
Convex
ORIENTATION
Fully adjustable
WEIGHT
103 g
SIZE OF THE MIRROR
80 cm2
MOUNTING
Universal bar end fitting (left
and right) 16 mm - 22 mm / 0.6"
- 0.9"
Ref. 4746
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/ HYDRATION

TRI BOTTLE CAGE SET
SADDLE DOUBLE BOTTLE CAGE
Designed for demanding triathletes, this rear hydration system
allows you to put two bottles to the back of your saddle or a
bottle and a tool bottle. Complete and robust, the kit is a very
good solution for triathlons and long-distance trainings. It
contains a universal rail mount bracket and 2 bottle cages, the
Z2 and Z2i, as well as the screws supplied for installation. The
side-opening bottle cages allow easy and quick access to the
bottles. Made in France with a reinforced fibre-glass material,
the cages grip the bottles very well. 2 CO2 holders are included
on the Z2i.

UNIVERSAL RAIL MOUNTING SYSTEM - Fits all
standard rail saddles
LIGHT
SIDE-OPENING - Easy access to the bottles.
ROBUST - Secure Hold: the bottles do not move
ACCESSORIES HOLDERS - 2 holders included for
small inflators (like our EZ Big Shot) and a cartridge
(16 or 25 g)
M.S.R.P: 49,95€

MATERIAL
Glass fibre reinforced composite
WEIGHT
180 g
COLOR
Black
SCREWS INCLUDED
Yes
Ref. 1708
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Z SHOCK
MTB SHOCK PUMP
The Z Shock is a mini pump for forks and shocks that combines
precision, performance, simplicity and comfort. It is efficient and
can reach high pressures of up to 360 psi (25 bar). The two-stage
operation allows the valve to be sealed first and then the inner
tube to be opened without the risk of pressure loss. This mountain
bike shock pump is universal and fits all suspension fork and rear
shocks. The integrated pressure gauge gives an accurate and easy
reading of the pressure. The Z Shock is made entirely of aluminium,
which makes it durable, light and corrosion resistant.

PERFORMANCE AND PRECISION - The two-step
connection guarantees precise inflation without the
risk of air leaks.
ALL ALUMINIUM - Durable, lightweight and resistant
to corrosion.
INTEGRATED PRESSURE GAUGE AND PRESSURE
REGULATOR - Accurate inflation, easy to read and to
adjust.
COMFORT - Ergonomic handles for a good grip.
UNIVERSAL - System compatible with all types of
shock absorbers.
M.S.R.P: 39,95€

COLOURS
Black and silver
WEIGHT
235 G
MOUNTING
No
LENGTH
270 mm / 10.6''
HANDLE MATERIAL
Aluminium
BARREL MATERIAL
Aluminium
MAXIMUM PRESSURE
25 bar / 360 psi
MUD PROTECTION
No
GAUGE Ø
Ø 40 mm / 1.6’’
Ref. 0661
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EBIKE CHAIN LUBE
ALL CONDITIONS LUBRICANT FOR EBIKE
Specifically formulated for electric bikes, Ebike Chain Lube is extremely
effective and durable in all conditions. The Ebike high torque loads
wear down the chain faster than on a non-assisted bike. This specific
lube protects your chain against wear, corrosion and friction thanks to
its formulation based on extreme pressure additives. This premium oil
penetrates deep into the chain and is resistant to extreme temperatures
and water. It keeps the transmission quiet and extends its life.

SPECIAL EBIKE - Formulated with extreme pressure
additives optimised to withstand high engine torque.
EXCEPTIONAL DURABILITY - Effective over very long
distances.
ALL CONDITIONS - Effective no matter what the conditions
are.
HIGH DEGREE OF ADHESION - Penetrating. Spreads easily
over all surfaces.
EASY APPLICATION - Drip-regulation safety cap.
M.S.R.P: 9,95€

CAPACITY
120 ml / 4 oz
CONTAINER
Compressible bottle with
safety cap.
WEATHER CONDITIONS
All conditions
PERFORMANCE
5
DURABILITY
5
CLEANLINESS
3,5
Ref. 9616
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SHIELD LITE FRONT
FRONT MUDGUARD FOR GRAVEL
Discreet and aesthetic, this front mudguard has been designed to
efficiently protect the bearings and head tube of your gravel bike.
Located on the fork just above the tyre, it keeps your bike clean
and avoids the bearings deterioration by preventing the infiltration
of dirt and sand. Universal, its installation is easy thanks to cable
ties and requires no tools. Protective strips are provided to protect
the bike's paintwork.

LIGHT - Light and discreet mudguard.
EFFECTIVE PROTECTION FOR GRAVEL - Protection
of the head tube and bearings.
GRAVEL UNIVERSAL - Compatible with most forks on
the market.
EASY TO INSTALL - Installation using cable ties.
PAINT PROTECTION - Supply of "Skin Armor"
protective strips.
M.S.R.P: 12,95€

MATERIAL
Polypropylene
DIMENSIONS
164 x 186 mm
WEIGHT
17 g
WHEEL Ø
650b / 700c / 28''
FIXATION
Zip-ties
PROTECTION
Minimalist
MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED
TYRE WIDTH
50 mm
Ref. 2513
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SHIELD R35 SET
ROAD BIKE MUDGUARD SET
Specially designed for road bikes, the mudguard Shield R35
will protect you from splashes in wet weather. It is sold as
a set (front and rear mudguard). The mounting is easy and
universal: the MD-Fix fastening allows an attachment on
the rear stays and on the front fork. Thanks to its position
close to the wheel, it is both discreet and efficient. Delivered
with 3 mud flaps of different sizes, you can adapt the length
of the rear mudguard to the geometry of your bike.

ADAPTABLE LENGTH - 3 mud flaps supplied of
20, 60 and 120 mm.
MD-FIX MOUNTING - Universal attachment
adjustable on diameter from 17 to 41 mm for the
front blade and from 17 to 34 mm for the rear
blade.
UNIVERSAL ROAD - Fits all types of frames. For
650c / 700c / 28" road tyres.
ADJUSTABLE - Optimal protection thanks to a
perfect fit on the bike.
DISCREET AND EFFICIENT - Mudguard
positioned close to the wheel.
M.S.R.P: 39,95€

MATERIAL
Technopolymer resin
DIMENSIONS
459 mm - 516 mm (with mud
flap 20 mm)
WEIGHT
197 + 210 g (with mud flap 20
mm)
WHEEL Ø
650c / 700c / 28’’
MOUNTING
MD-Fix
PROTECTION
Very high
MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED
TYRE WIDTH
30 mm
Ref. 2543
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SHIELD G50
GRAVEL BIKE MUDGUARD SET
Specially designed for Gravel bikes, the mudguard Shield
G50 will protect you from rain and mud splashes. It is
sold as a set (front and rear mudguard). The mounting
is easy and universal: the MD-Fix fastening allows
an attachment on the rear stays and on the front fork.
Thanks to its position close to the wheel, it is both discreet
and efficient. Delivered with 3 mud flaps of different sizes,
you can adapt the length of the rear mudguard to the
geometry of your bike.

ADAPTABLE LENGTH - 3 mud flaps supplied of
20, 60 and 120 mm.
MD-FIX MOUNTING - Universal attachment
adjustable on diameter from 17 to 41 mm for the
front blade and from 17 to 34 mm for the rear
blade.
UNIVERSAL GRAVEL - Fits all types of frames.
For 650b / 700c / 28" Gravel tyres.
DISCREET AND EFFICIENT - Mudguard
positioned close to the wheel.
M.S.R.P: 39,95€

MATERIAL
Technopolymer resin
DIMENSIONS
461 mm / 560 mm (with mud
flap 20 mm)
WEIGHT
226 g + 248 g (with mud flap
20 mm)
WHEEL Ø
650b / 700c / 28''
MOUNTING
MD-Fix
PROTECTION
Very High
MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED
TYRE WIDTH
50 mm
Ref. 2544
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CRANK ARMOR
CRANKS PROTECTION
Minimalist and effective end-piece protection,
the Crank Armor protects cranks against
impacts and stones. Sold by pair.
IMPACT RESIST - Durability and
high resistance.
QUICK MOUNTING - Easy
mounting on the crank.
M.S.R.P: 7,95€

FOR
Crank
MATERIAL
Soft Thermoplastic
DIMENSIONS
47 x 38 x 16 mm
COLOURS
Black - grey - red - green - cyan
blue - orange - fluorescent
yellow - pink
WEIGHT
18 g
Ref. 2630 - 2637
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SKIN ARMOR MATT L
INVISIBLE PROTECTION FOR MATT
FINISH FRAME
Made in polyurethane, the Skin Armor is a high-resistance
frame-protection against impacts and scratches. Easy to
install with a powerful adhesive, it resists to ripping, UV light
and temperature fluctuations.

HIGH RESISTANCE - No rips, non-crack and
secure attachment.
UV RESIST
WATERPROOF - Excellent water-resistance.
TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS RESIST
- From -30°C to +100°C / From -22°F to +212°F.
GLUE SHIELD TECHNOLOGY - Easy to install.
High-resistance adhesive.
M.S.R.P: 24,95€

FOR
Matt finish frame
MATERIAL
Polyurethane
DIMENSIONS
Thickness 250 microns
1 down-tube protection 500 X
58 mm
1 top-tube protection 500 x 58 mm
2 rear base-protection 252 X 25
mm
2 crank protection 105 x 25 mm
4 patches 35 X 25 mm
4 patches Ø 25 mm
COLOR
Transclucent
Ref. 2607

